VOLUNTEER LIEUTENANT TESTING
JUNE 17th — Station 1600 — 8:00 a.m.
Volunteer Lieutenant Testing consists of the following:





100 question written exam based on the study guide and District SOGs
Conflict resolution scenario
ICS Scenario
Volunteer Lieutenant Testing
Panel Interview
Study Guides are available.
Contact Chief Mason
for your copy.

Employment Opportunities
North Lincoln Fire & Rescue is seeking applicants to build an eligibility list
for a potential hiring (pending the outcome of the upcoming local option levy)
of the following:
Firefighter EMT / Paramedics—9 positions
Lieutenant—Shift Supervisor—3 positions
Application Period Opens Monday—May 1 at 8:00 a.m.
Application Period Closes Monday—May 15 at 4:00 p.m.

If you are interested in applying, please visit our website at www.nlfr.org
to download the application and questionnaire,
or go to www.nationaltestingnetwork.com.
Interested applicants need to completely fill out an application and the
additional questionnaire to be eligible for testing.
Application packets must be submitted in person,
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Duty Shift Stipends—Stipend checks/deposits will be available to you on:
April Stipends—Friday—May 19, 2017
If you do not have direct deposit yet, PLEASE consider signing up.

THIS MONTH IN MAY











Date Your Mate Month
Foster Care Month
National BBQ Month
National Bike Month
National Blood Pressure Month
National Hamburger Month
National Photograph Month
National Recommitment Month
National Salad Month
Older Americans Month






Nurse’s Week—First week in May
Wildflower Week—2nd week in May
National Police Week—3rd week in May
Emergency Medical Services Week—4th
week in May

STAR WARS DAY
(May 4)

Great ways to Celebrate Star Wars Day:








Watch any of the great Star Wars movies
Better still, have a Star Wars marathon,
and watch two or three (or 4) of them.
Get out your laser sword and practice for
the next invasion from the Evil Empire.
Send a Star Wars day Ecard- of course
they have them!
Have a Star Wars costume party.
Learn some Star Wars Trivia, there's no
shortage.

Some call this Day "Luke Skywalker Day".

May Day (May 1)
The first of May is celebrated around the world.
It has a number of meanings. In many other
countries it is a celebration of spring and the
coming of summer. It is celebrated with many
spring flowers, many of them blooming right in
your own backyard. To communist and socialist countries, it is a celebration for the workers.
In many countries it is celebrated as part of a
one to three day holiday. Of particular note, it
is not a national holiday in the United States,
except in Hawaii where it is known as "Lei
Day".

Mother's Day
Date When Celebrated:
Second Sunday in May (May 14)
Everybody has a mother and absolutely no one is more
special than mom. Sure, dad is really important. And, grandparent's too. But moms, well they are just the greatest. Often
taken for granted, they are always our strongest supporter.
You can't do wrong in Mom's eyes. When you are hurt, or not
feeling well....there is no one else that can help you more than
Mom.
So go out and celebrate Mother's Day. First and foremost,
spend time with her. If you absolutely can not be there, take
time for a long phone call. Flowers, cards, candy and gifts are
all part of the day. But, mom wants some
time with you far more than anything
else.
Did you know? The first Mother's Day
was May 10, 1908 in Philadelphia.
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If I missed your birthday or your NLFR anniversary, please let me know. Lois

Years of Service
May—2017

May Birthdays
02 Beau Brenneman (Station 1200)
07 Aileen Bono (EMS)
09 Susan Allen (Support Services)
10 Lori Sweden (Support Services)
13 Dan Drayton (Station 1300)

Dan Drayton—34 Years
Station 1300
Dave Moorman—33 Years
Captain—Station 1600

14 Chane Cisneros (Station 1600)

Doug Kerr—33 Years
Assistant Chief

28 Ryan Smith (Station 1500)
29 Bob Duby (Station 1600)
30 Dave Moorman (Station 1600)

Happy Birthday!

Never give up
on anybody.
Miracles happen
every day.

Thank you for your service to NLFR
and the community!

Make it a habit
to do nice things
for people who will
never find out.

Never deprive
someone of hope;
it may be all that
they have.
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Solar Event & Preparing our Response
By Captain Jim Kusz

WOW! It’s hard to predict the future; however, we do know
we will be having a total solar eclipse casting a shadow on our
shores on Monday, August 21, 2017, at 10:15:59 to 10:17:57.
The entire eclipse starts at 9:04 and ends by 11:36.
What is harder to predict is how many thousands of additional
visitors will be in our District. We will have more visitors than
ever before visiting the Pacific Northwest. The current
estimate is that there could be over a million visitors (including
scientists) who will be wanting a spot to witness the total
eclipse in Oregon as it crosses the state.

We are making preparations now to work under jam-packed
conditions on our roadways.
The increase in visitors will be most apparent with vehicle traffic
on Hwy. 101 and Hwy. 18. We expect many of our side roads
and streets will have additional parked vehicles. Hotels are
already sold out and the VRDs and campgrounds will also be at
peak capacity. Oregon State Parks added a 1,000 temporary RV
and campsites in the path of totality and they all booked in an
hour.
This congestion will most likely impact response times and
mobility of our rescue trucks and engines. We predict an
increase in medical calls, water rescues, and beach fires. There
is also the concern of possible wild land fires in the eastern part
of our District.
All NLFR staff members will remain in the District the week
prior to and after this event. We are asking volunteers to staff
our fire stations during this time. Working with our partners at
Samaritan North Lincoln Hospital, Lincoln City Public Works,
Pacific West Ambulance, and Lincoln City Police, it’s “all handson deck”.

Planning meetings and preparations are
taking place from the coast to the Idaho
state line. Statewide, other agencies
have also been preparing for this over
the past few years. During this time, all
road construction projects will be halted. ODOT, Oregon State
Police, U.S. Forest Service, Oregon State Parks, and County
Emergency Managers are working together preparing for the
event. Planning meetings at the Oregon State Fire Marshal’s
Office are addressing deployment scenarios for the entire path
of the eclipse. Public safety messages are being developed for
everything from safe solar viewing to packing enough food and
water as you travel.
This event will be occurring during peak fire season. The
Oregon coast and the coastal range are not immune to large
fires. We all recall what happened last year just east of Depoe
Bay. Discussions are being held regarding the seasonal burn ban
and the possibility of having even more limitations regarding
campfires. However, dragging trailer chains, vehicles parked on
dry grass, and discarded smoking materials can all spark a wild
land fire.
Our beaches will be crowded. Many of these visitors will not be
not familiar with the dangers associated with the beaches and
the ocean. Depoe Bay Fire, Nestucca Fire District, and North
Lincoln Fire have partnered to print an additional 75,000 “Just
Add Water Safety” (J.A.W.S.) brochures which will be distributed
throughout the summer. These brochures will be available at
your local fire stations, as well as coastal businesses and lodging
facilities.
Fire will be a great concern during this event. Every hotel and
motel in Lincoln City in our District will be given an OSFM form
with 44 questions they can use for a self-evaluation. We will be
visiting many of them before August to do inspections.
Our biggest concern will be the congestion. There will be a lot
of toilets flushing, a lot of faucets flowing, and our cell phones
will probably not be working at peak times.
Buy your groceries, fill your gas tanks, and purchase other
provisions a week in advance and stay home. We predict
visitors will start arriving as early as Wednesday, August 16th,
and will be making their exodus Monday afternoon after the
eclipse through Tuesday.
Have provisions for a week and realize that gasoline and food
may run short. Postpone any appointments, if possible.
Restaurants will be full and traffic will be a mess north and
south on Highway 101 and from Lincoln City to the valley on
(continued on page 5)
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SOLAR EVENT (continued from page 4)
Hwy. 18 and 22. Plan that your daily commute to work, no
matter how short, will take much longer.
Officials recommend residents in
the path of totality stay home and
safely view the eclipse with solar
glasses from the comfort of their
backyard. We have been talking
to children at schools in Lincoln
County School District about this
solar event and what they can expect.

It’s going to be a wonderful event, but people should take
precautions. Understand that people may have short fuses
during this time, but as long as everyone shows respect for
each other and is mindful of the fact that we are all going
through the same thing, we will all get through it.
Now…if we can only predict the weather on August 21st!
Be prepared, be safe, and stay informed.
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The Rational Brain & Situational Awareness

Oftentimes during situational awareness
programs, participants will share stories of
incidents they have responded to, or incidents
they have read about, or videos of incidents
they have watched where the incident ended
in a significant near-miss or a casualty.

Changes that can
occur in brain function
as a result of stress
include:


Release of enzymes, hormones, and
neurotransmitters that can alter brain
function.

This happened recently
during a program where a
firefighter with 20+ years  Chemical/stress-induced hereditary
instincts that may trigger fight, flight,
of experience showed me
or freeze responses.
a video clip on break and
then asked me: “How
 Impairment of rational thought processes.
could they be so stupid?
Everyone knows you don’t do that!”
 Narrowing of attention.
Such statements are made by individuals
 Struggles with processing and understandwho are using their rational brain in a low
ing complex, detailed, or volumes of
stress, no consequence (classroom) environinformation.
ment. Under these conditions it is easy to
see behavior that appears to be foolish or in
 Triggered, automatic responses based
contempt of good safety practices. It is also
on past training, experiences, and habits
easy to criticize the performance of others
(good or bad).
when we are not there to understand the
context of their decision-making.
Invest time toward understanding the “how and
why” of decision-making under stress, and you
I encouraged this gentleman, and all of my
will see that you may be vulnerable to making
program participants, to stop judging the
the same (seemingly) bad decisions as the
performance of others and start being a
people you are watching in videos or reading
student of human behavior. As you begin to
understand how vulnerable the rational human about in case studies.
brain is toward making bad decisions under
The mission of Situational Awareness Matters is
stress, and more importantly the reason
simple: Help first responders see the bad things
behind these seemingly poor decisions, your
entire perspective may begin to change.
coming… in time to change the outcome.

Safety begins with SA!
“This article is reprinted with permission from the Situational Awareness Matters! website. To learn more, visit: www.SAMatters.com”
Dr. Gasaway is widely considered to be one of the nation's leading authorities on human factors, situational awareness and
the decision making processes used in high stress, high consequence work environments. His work has been chronicled in
more than 450 books, book chapters, journals and website articles and he has delivered more than 4,000 presentations to
over 43,000 first responders, business leaders and industrial professionals worldwide. Dr. Gasaway served over 30 years in
fire, EMS, rescue and emergency management and held positions of firefighter, EMT-paramedic, lieutenant, captain,
assistant chief and fire chief in 6 emergency service organizations in West Virginia, Ohio and Minnesota.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

What comes once
in a minute,
twice in a moment, but
never in a
thousand years?

We hurt without
moving. We poison without touching. We bear the
truth and the lies. We are
not to be judged by our
size. What are we?

(4)

(5)

(6)

What flies
when it’s born,
lies when it’s
alive, and runs
when it’s dead?

I am always there,
some distance away,
somewhere between
land or sea and sky
I lay, you may move
toward me, yet distant
I’ll stay.

I can only live
where there is
light, but I die if
the light shines on
me. What am I?

Give me food,
and I will live.
Give me water,
and I will die.
What am I?

ANSWERS:
The Letter M; (2) Words; (3) Fire; (4) A Snowflake; (5) The Horizon; (6) A Shadow
Also on FireManager:
Board Minutes
Size-Up Newsletters
Policy Manual
SOGs
Annual Report

(1)

ow?
u kn
o
y
d
Di

Vehicle Category Books are available on FireManager:
Category
Category
Category
Category
Category
Category

1
2
2
3
4
4

Book
Book—Engines
Book—Heavy Rescues
Book—Tenders
Book—Ladder 55
Book—Ladder 57

Contact Chief Mason for your own login ID.

Address Signs Available
Metal Sign plus your house numbers
Only $5.00
See Lois at the St. Clair Station
Make sure Emergency Responders Can Find You!
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STUDIES SHOW HIGH CANCER RATES IN FIREFIGHTERS
TIME FOR A CHANGE
days after the fire, is not a sign of a well-trained modern
firefighter.
If you compare the types of materials that were used in
manufacturing during the 1950’s, you’ll find that they were
made of wood, cloth, metal, and glass. Today’s furnishings
and clothing are made of synthetic materials including
plastic and foam. Chemically produced, or synthetic fibers,
are joined together to make different types of fibers.
When synthetics burn, they create a toxic haze, and firefighters breathe in carcinogens at the site of every fire call.
Most firefighters willingly wear personal protective equipment (PPE), but equipment doesn’t offer total protection
against cancer. During a fire call, the firefighter’s skin
absorbs toxic chemicals that leak through the protective
gear. Over time, the chemicals create health risks soon
after the fire and can surface as cancer later on.
A few years ago, after attending a conference with dozens
of fire officers revealing the research that TVF&R, along
with several other agencies and departments nationwide
had done regarding the toxins and cancer causing agents
found in an average structure fire (over 250,000), we knew
change was needed to be implemented in the fire service.
Many firefighters are under the false impression that simply
wearing PPE is sufficient to limit exposure to most cancercausing agents encountered on the fire ground. SCBA,
when worn, provides respiratory protection. But SCBA is
not always worn, particularly during overhaul.
A job search firm, Career Cast, lists the occupation of
firefighting as one of the Most Dangerous Jobs of 2015.
Beyond the obvious risks of smoke inhalation and burns,
what makes firefighting so dangerous?

Even for firefighters who “suit up” tightly, toxic vapors seep
in and around the helmet and face-piece, as well as helmet
ear covers, hoods, and coat and glove wristlets. Washing
gear after a call can help, but harmful carcinogens can
remain, even after washing.
WHAT IS THE FIRE SERVICE DOING?
Nationally, new guidelines are coming down the road for
the fire service. NFPA and other agencies are recommending cleaning yourself on location, bagging your
turnouts at the scene, and total decontamination upon
arrival at the station.
The Firefighter Cancer Support Network and other
advocates developed a helpful list with specific
suggestions for using and caring for PPE, to decrease
known exposures.

A 2008 study showed that 61.7% of firefighters received
on-the-job injuries of fractures, sprains, or muscle injuries.
Other injuries included wounds, fire or heat burns, chemical
burns, respiratory problems, skin exposure, and heart
attacks or strokes.
While those types of physical injuries will heal over time,
firefighters breathe in smoke on nearly every call. Smoke
is filled with dangerous carcinogens that settle into the
firefighter’s lungs and other organs, quietly setting the
stage for cancer to take root. The short answer to whether
firefighters are at risk of cancer is YES.
OLD FIRES VS NEW FIRES
The days of having soot around your nostrils, blackened
turnouts in your locker, or still smelling like a camp fire
(continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

WHAT CAN

YOU DO?

1.

Wear SCBA through all stages of the fire, including
overhaul.

2.

Remove as much of the bulk contamination as possible while still at the fire scene by performing gross
decontamination.

3.

Wipe soot from your head, neck, jaw, throat, underarms and hands using wet wipes immediately after
the fire. (These will be placed on all fire apparatus.)

4.

Shower after the fire. Use the shower rooms at the
station.

5.

Ensure that all gear is properly cleaned right after
the fire. Station washers can remove some
contaminants, but in some cases it will be necessary to apply completely different techniques, such
as using a specialized cleaning service provider that
is familiar with bunker gear. Another option is to
dispose of the clothing if there are concerns that
decontamination will not be effective.

6.

Do not transport or take clothing home or store in a
vehicle.

7.

Keep all gear out of living and sleeping areas.

The Firefighter Cancer Support Network also recommends
that firefighters always wear gear properly. This means
wearing the hood, deploying the ear flaps, extending the
collar fully, and securely fastening and overlapping all
areas where gear joins together.
The information complied here is to make one point: You
need to take responsibility for your health. Many changes
are coming in the Fire Service to protect you and your
family from cancer. Still, all the information is useless, if
you do not implement safe fire ground and DECON
procedures, during and after the fire.
Stay safe and stay informed,
Captain Jim Kusz
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May 2017
Sun

Mon
1
Drill—Vehicle
Familiarization
EMS Drill

Tue
2

Wed
3
Water Rescue
Training

Thu
4

Fri
5

Sat
6

Employment Applications Accepted—See District Website for details
7

8
Association
Meeting
EMS Drill

9
10
FF 2 Academy Water Rescue
(IMS/Comms) Training

11
12
FF 2 Academy
(Building
Construction)

13

Employment Applications Accepted—See District Website for details
14

Mother’s
Day

15
16
17
Drill—Wildland FF 2 Academy Water Rescue
Recertification (FLAG)
Training
Application
Deadline
4:00 pm

21

22
Drill—Mobile
Water Supply
Ops

18
19
FF II Academy Stipend
(Fire Cause
Payday
And Origin)

Board Meeting Officer Training
4:00 pm
Wildland Interface Mgmt)
23
24
25
26
FF 2 Academy Confined
FF 2 Academy
Public
Space Training (Pre-Fire
Education
Planning)

20
FF 2 Academy
(Skills Day)

ELECTION
DAY

27

Budget
Meeting
4:00 pm
28

29
NO DRILL

30

31
Water Rescue
Training

Memorial Day

Items shown on this calendar are subject to change.

Have you moved?
Has your phone number changed?
Do you need a document notarized? (free service!)
Do you have questions about LOSAP?
Do you have a contribution for the newsletter?
Call Lois at the St. Clair Station.

The Size-Up Newsletter is a publication of North Lincoln Fire & Rescue District #1. Editor: Lois Smith, NLFR Office Administrator.
Please direct any comments/suggestions to LSMITH@NLFR.ORG.

